among the overwintering generation, first summer generation, and second summer generation. We also analyzed the differences in diffusion patterns between females and males and compared the CPB adult densities between early release days and later periods in the potato field. Mean crowding was used to analyze the spatial distribution of CPB adults. The results showed that the number of recaptured insects decreased as release time increased. The congestion analysis showed that the distribution of CPB in the field was uniform, except after 1 d, 3 d, and 5 d, when the distributions were all clumped, and that the congestion index became smaller over time. Thus, diffusion process of CPB progressed from a clumped distribution to a uniform one. With respect to diffusion velocity, there were significant differences between generations; the overwintering and second summer generation adults had significantly higher velocities than the first summer generation, but the velocities did not differ significantly between the overwintering and second summer generation adults. In addition, there were significant differences between genders; female adult CPB spread more quickly than male adults; the velocity of female adults was ( 2.74 依 0.25) m / d, while that of males was ( 1.33 依 0. 28) m / d. There was no significant directionality in any of the three adult generations in diffusion direction. After being released from the center of a potato field, adults spread randomly to their surroundings. Only in first summer generation CPB were there significant differences in recapture amounts and diffusion speeds among directions, while for overwintering and second summer generations adults, there were no significant differences among directions in recapture amounts and diffusion speeds of adults. The results of this study will provide a scientific basis for the mechanism of CPB diffusion in fields, as well as help in its comprehensive prevention and control. [19] : 
